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You will need no other materials.

Time allowed
 40 minutes + 5 minutes reading time before the test

 The pauses are pre-recorded for this test.

Instructions
 Use black ink or black ball-point pen.
 Fill in the boxes at the top of this page.
 Do not open this book until you are told to do so.

This is what you should do for each item.
 After the question number is announced, there will be a pause to allow 

you to read the instructions and questions. 
 Listen carefully to the recording and read the questions again. 
 Listen to the recording again and then answer the questions. 
 When the next question is about to start you will hear a bleep like this (*). 
 You may write at any time during the test. 
 Answer all questions in English.
 You must answer the questions in the spaces provided.  Do not write 

outside the box around each page or on blank pages.
 Write neatly and put down all the information you are asked to give.
 Ask any questions now.  You must not ask questions or interrupt 

during the test.
 You now have five minutes to read through the question paper.  You may 

make notes during this time.  You may open your answer book now.
 The test starts now.

Information
 The marks for questions are shown in brackets.
 The maximum mark for this paper is 40.
 You must not use a dictionary.
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Answer all questions in English in the spaces provided.

 1   Angela and Ralf are talking about an invitation they have received.

   Example How old will Vera be?

A 17

B 18

C 19

  Write the correct letter in the box. B

    Why does Ralf not want to go to the party?

A He has no time to go.

B He does not like parties.

C He has no money for a present.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)
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 2   A news item.

    What is in fashion this year?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 3   Four people are talking about modern technology.

    What is their view of modern technology?

    If positive, write P.

    If negative, write N.

    If positive and negative, write P + N.

 Example: Cem P

 3 (a) Sissi (1 mark)

 3 (b) Jörg (1 mark)

 3 (c) Pamela (1 mark)

____
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 4   Silke and Harry are discussing money.

 4 (i)  Why is Silke upset?

A Harry has lost his job.

B Harry has not paid the rent.

C Harry is lazy.

    Write the correct letter in the box.     (1 mark)

 4 (ii)  What does Silke say she will do?

A Buy a present for Harry.

B Leave Harry.

C Help Harry.

    Write the correct letter in the box.     (1 mark)
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 5   Herr Steinmeier is visiting his doctor.

 5 (i)  What does Herr Steinmeier do now to keep healthy?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

    Write the correct letter in the box.     (1 mark)

 5 (ii)  What does the doctor think of this?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

    Write the correct letter in the box.     (1 mark)

____
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 6   Two people are talking about work.

 6 (a)  What did Lisa think of her job?

A It was boring.

B It was well-paid.

C It was fun.

    Write the correct letter in the box.     (1 mark)

 6 (b)  Why can Frank not get a job?

A He has no experience.

B He writes poor applications.

C He cannot work full-time.

    Write the correct letter in the box.     (1 mark)
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 7   Thilo and Andrea are arguing.

 7 (i)  Andrea thinks she is…

A poor.

B happy.

C rich.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 7 (ii)  Thilo says Andrea is…

A depressed.

B jealous.

C tired.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

Turn over for the next question

____
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 8   Monica is talking about her studies.

 8 (i)  She has…

A a good school timetable.

B no free time.

C a good result in her examinations.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 8 (ii)  She is…

A not really worried.

B really worried.

C really confi dent.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)
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 9   A teacher and two young people are talking about environmental problems.

 9 (a)  What does the teacher complain about?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 9 (b)  What does Stefan think will help?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 9 (c)  What is Johanna’s opinion about the future?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)
____
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 10   Oliver and Claudia are discussing their next holiday.

 10 (i)  What kind of holiday did they have last time?

A seaside

B sightseeing

C hiking

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 10 (ii)  Why does Claudia want to go to the Bodensee?

A She has never been there before.

B She used to go there with her parents.

C She wants her children to see it.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 10 (iii)  What does Oliver decide to do?

A Talk about it some other time.

B See if there is a problem.

C Arrange everything to go there.

   

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

(10)
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 11   Three politicians are being interviewed on television.

    What do they think?

A The Internet has improved things.

B The Internet has made things worse.

C Things were different years ago.

D Young people should be more active.

E There is nothing for young people to do.

    Write the correct letter in each box.

 11 (a) Frau Koch (1 mark)

 11 (b) Herr Eckert (1 mark)

 11 (c) Frau Magath (1 mark)

Turn over for the next question

____
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 12   Three people are talking about where they live.

    What is their opinion of where they live?

    If positive, write P.

    If negative, write N.

    If positive and negative, write P + N.

 12 (a) Luise (1 mark)

 12 (b) Lothar (1 mark)

 12 (c) Emma (1 mark)

 13   Three people are talking about environmental problems.

 13 (a)  According to Franziska, who is responsible for preventing litter?
    
    ......................................................................................................................................

(1 mark)

 13 (b)  What is Joseph concerned about?  Mention one thing.

     ......................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)

 13 (c)  What suggestion does Juliane make?

     ......................................................................................................................................

     ......................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)

(12)
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 14   Barbara is talking to Matthias about his problem at school.

 14 (i)  What is Matthias worried about?

A the teachers

B what his parents will say

C his other problems

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 14 (ii)  What is going on?

A Matthias does not like the other pupils.

B Matthias has cheated in an exam.

C Matthias has failed all his exams.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

Turn over for the next question

____
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 15   A phone-in programme on the radio is discussing families.

    What do the callers think?

A “I have been disappointed with family life.”

B “I want to be married with two children.”

C “I think family life has difficulties but they go away.”

D “I already have everything needed in a family.”

E “I never want to get married.”

    Write the correct letter in each box.

 15 (a) Gabi (1 mark)

 15 (b) Lukas (1 mark)

 15 (c) Annett (1 mark)
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 16   Klaus and Tessa are talking about what to do at the beginning of their holiday.

 16 (i)  Where will they begin?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 16 (ii)  What is next?

    
A

 
B

 
C

      

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

 16 (iii)  Tomorrow Tessa wants to …

A see a village in the good weather.

B avoid the crowds.

C go back to the square.

  Write the correct letter in the box. (1 mark)

Turn over for the next question ____
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 17   Angela is talking to Bernd about becoming a decorator.

 17 (i)  Why does Bernd think this is a good idea?
    
    ......................................................................................................................................

(1 mark)

 17 (ii)  What does Bernd ask?

     ......................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)

END  OF  QUESTIONS
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